Minutes for the Committee to Eliminate Homophobia and Heterosexism
April 7, 1997
In attendance: Melissa Lovering, Amy Black, Al Lott, Adria Evans, Bill Bartels, Holly Nichols, Marie Rudd, Greta Cohen, Dana Shugar, Rachel Bartels

1) Minutes approved for March 31, 1997
2) Suede article in the Cigar was a little, how do you say, off. What do we do?
   Sari is going to write a letter to the editor to fill in the gaps of the total obnoxious excuse for an article that appeared.
3) Symposium
   * Holly has got 17 volunteers from e-mail!!!!! Great. We are all waiting with great trepidation for the big show to begin.

THE GLBTA IS GOING TO HAVE A REPEAT PERFORMANCE OF THE TWO MOVIES ON TUESDAY THE 22ND IN EDWARDS AUDITORIUM. IT'S MY PARTY AT 7:30PM AND GO FISH AT 9:30.

Sorry I can't be here today. I want to extend a 'GREAT JOB' to all of us for pulling off such a fabulous symposium. Peace out... Melissa
Be put in the library. Copies will be put in WMS office. Site in Galante was excellent. Microphones 1 round all at serious issue. Consider CCE for the 80 sessions. "Building the Comm." make all the decisions about CCE. Use x space advertising: April a good month. Include VRE map in Options and other places.

Next meeting at Potluck. Peter's house 6 p.m. on May 15.

Project for next year: a group of veterans. Al Cott suggested. We'll brainstorm for projects for next year. Al Cott tapped out suggestions for "Outstickets". "Out in Suburbia" - any related folks. Suggestions for Bill.